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ABSTRACT
Analysis of the data obtained by the Johnson Space Center on
heat pipe radiator systems tested in both vacuum and ambient en-
vironments was continued. The systems included (a) a feasibility
VCHP header heat-pipe panel, (b) the same panel reworked to eli-
minate the VCHP feature and referred to as the feasibility fluid
header panel, and (c) an optimized flight-weight fluid header
panel termed "the prototype".
The study included a description of freeze-thaw thermal vacuum
tests conducted on the feasibility VCHP. In addition, the results
of ambient tests made on the feasibility fluid header are presented
including a comparison with analysis.
A thermal model of a fluid header heat pipe radiator was con
strutted and a computer program written. The program was used to
make a oDmparison of the VCHP and fluid-header concepts for both
single and multiple panel applications.
The computer program was also employed for a, parametric study,
including optimum feeder heat pipe spacing, of the prototype fluid
header.
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c1.0 INTRODUCTION
This is the third annual report describing analytical effort
under Contract NAS9-13844 in support of a NASA research investiga-
tion pertaining to heat pipe radiators for waste heat rejection
in space. Earlier reports (1, 2) featured analytical and exper-
imental comparisons of vacuum chamber data obtained on a feasibility
VCHP header, 8ft x Oft radiator panel, built and designed by
Grumman Aerospace Corporation (3). Described in those reports
were computer models for predicting steady state and transient
performance of the radiator panel. NASA I S testing program in-
eluded freezing and thawing of the panel; the description of that
portion was not included in the first reports and is contained
herein.
A major finding of the experimental program was that under
most conditions the active portion of the VCHP header condenser
was less than predicted which resulted :h low heat transport
3
compared to analysis. A plan designed to attack the problem on 	 a
two fronts was initiated by NASA, 'hopefully to increase the low
heat transport and/or determine its causes. Grumman designed and
tested wick modifications while NASA was undertaking an ambient
9
experimental investigation of the original feasibility VCHP. The
NASA ambient test results are also discussed in the present
report..
Neither of the two efforts were totally successful in estab-
lishing the precise cause of the VCHP low performance, hence NASA
z
^f
1-2
directed Grumman to investigate alternate heat-pipe radiator designs. A
concept proposed and accepted was the fluid header which was
attractive because of its simplicity and low resistance to heat
E
transfer. Control of the system it was proposed, could be pro-
vided by a by-pass in the Freon coolant line.
After NASA had directed Grumman to build a fluid header heat
pipe radiator, a steady-state computer program model of it was 	 j
written at Tuskegee for use in subsequent investigations. NASA
also modified the feasibility VCHP header, converting it into a
fluid header, and in a series of ambient tests an early evaluation
of the concept was obtained. A brief discussion of those results
is also contained herein.
F
__tom^_.__
2.0 FREEZE-THAW STUDY OF FEASIBILITY VCHP
a
The freeze-thaw experiment conducted in August 1973 consumed
over 13 hours cf the thermal vacuum total test period and occurred
during the time period 1 93-16-12 - to 194-06-15. The history of the
controlled parameters TIN , Q A and m during the experiment are pre-
sented in Figs. 2.1 9 2.2, and 2.3.
With an environment of Q U A 5=- 5.0 Btu/hr-ft2 and zero Freon
flow, the panel was frozen after about three hours (193-19-00).
Panel temperatures were less than -1100F.
An attempt was made to thaw the panel by turning on the flow
and increasing the temperature of the Freon coolant. The VCHP
header condenser temperature, Fig. 2.4, indicated that the header
indeed thawed beginning at 193-22-30, but was refrozen shortly there-
after by the operator shutting off the Freon flow and lowering
the Freon temperature. The feeder heat pipes had remained frozen.
At 194-02-25 thawing conditions were repeated, and as before the
header functioned but at a minimal heat load level since the feeders
again remained frozen. From these two thawing data points the Freon
conditions for reactiveating the VCHP header from a frozen state
(T 5 -110°F andQA 5;-=O Btu /hr -ft 2 ) were:
T = 40 -- 50°F
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Figure 2.1 Variation of TIN During Thawing
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Figure 2.4 Variation of VCHP Header Condenser Temperature During Thawing;
As stated above, under these conditions and in the time line i
of the experiment,the feeder heat pipes had not thawed. Con-
sequently., the Freon inlet temperature was increased from 50 to
830F. ` At time 194-03-25, (an hour after the VCHP came on for the
	 {
second time) and after 13 min. at the higher inlet temperature, the
1
feeders, however, remained frozen, Fig. 2.5.
At this point, the panel environment was increased to a peak
	
l
value of 55 Btu/hr-ft 2
 and then decreased during the next hour
(Freon temperature and flow of 830F and 350 lb/hr, respectively)
	 {
which resulted in a slight thawing of the feeders, Fig. 2.5, but
a study of the panel temperature data indicated they did not begin
to heat pipe.
At time 194-04--25, the Freon flow was increased to 1200 1b/hr.
The feeders continued thawing,but after a 25 min. waiting period
they still had not commenced heat pipe operation. The average
environment during this period was 25 Btu/hr-ft 2.
Now, over 2 hours of the experiment had elapsed since thawing
conditions had been initiated,.and without the panel functioning.
At 194-04-50, the operator acting on the supposition that the
feeders had not reprimed because of the potential heat load level
(recall the VCHP header was functioning) shut off the 83 0F Freon
flow. After about a 15 min. wait, the flow was resumed at
1200 lb/hr. (QA 22 Btu/hr-ft2 , TIN - 830F). At this point
in time, the feeders and panel were still not functioning in a
normal manner as indicated by ,their temperatures.
i
Consoquently, the Freon flow was shut off again and in addition
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Figure 2.5 Variation of Parameters which Produced Feeder Thawing
jthe Freon temperature was reduced from 83 to 55°F, which in effect
removed any heat load on the feeders by shutting off the VCHP,
Fig. 2.5. Unfortunately, and probably inadvertently, at this point
QA was increased from 20 to 60 Btu/hr-ft . At 194-05-50 the Freon
flow had been resumed (m 400 lb/hr and increasing). On this
attempt the VCHP header restarted, the feeder heat pipes primed and
began functioning between 194 -05-55 an-? 194-06-30 under the following
transient conditions:
m = 0 -- 2000 lb/ h r
TIN= 55-800F{
Q^=60 Btu/rft2hr
In summary, thawing and restarting the VCHP header from a fro-
zen state presented no difficulty and could be accomplished within
an hour. Thawing and restarting of the feeders, although finally
successful, was much more arduous. The feeder heat pipes did
reprime in the experiment when the VCHP and feeder heat pipes were
made to come on nearly simultaneously under thawing conditions.
This was accomplished by off-on control of the VCHP. No definite
a
conclusions as to the necessity of such a procedure can be made,
however, since a simultaneous increase of the environment from 20
to 60 Btu/hr-ft2
 occured, which may have been the dominating
activating factor.
k3.0 FEASIBILITY VCHP AMBIENT SUPPLEMENTAL HEATING AND TILT TESTS
The VCHP heat pipe radiator panel when tested in a thermal vacuum
chamber at JSC operated successfully only under limited conditions
and demonstrated a maximum capacity less than 550 watts, considerably
under the level expected, and unacceptable for future applications.
Careful analysis (2) of the available data indicated that during
the tests, the VCHP header was heat capacity limited. In
order to experimentally study the VCHP under more convenient and
controllable conditions, and hopefully establish the cause for its
limited capacity, a series of ambient tests was made recently at
JSC. The main differences in the vacuum and ambient tests were
that in the latter (a) convection cooling rather than radiation
panel cooling was used and (b) water was substituted for Freon.
Steady state, or near steady state, data points as determined
by the data records, Appendix A, for the October 18-24 ambient test
series are tabulated in Table 3.1.
Data points 1 thru 4. taken on October 21, 1974, pertain to
the movement of the gas-vapor interface in the VCHP toward the
reservoir as the water inlet temperature into the heat exchanger
is increased from 1130F to 1260F. During the October 23 tests, the
coolant inlet temperature was held constant and the reservoir tem-
perature was decreased from 71 OF to 240F, thereby increasing the
conductance of the VCHP. The supplemental heating and tilt tests
were made the following day.
3.1 Variation of TIN
Data points 1 thru 5 give the effect of TIN on TV, Q and for a
3-1
Data
Point Date Time
'IN
OF
m
LB/HR
TR
-F TBAiH°F
TV
OF
AT
OF BTU/HR/
Inter-
faceTC
REMARKS
1 O1 t. 21974 1:.53 113 .31 55 97 113 .7 102 4 0 VC HP came on.
2 - 3:35 122 .32 70 97 116.5 5.8 964 11-}- .38
3 4:13 12 6 .32 70 06,5 119 7.2 1171 11-}--}- .4
4 - 600 125 .4 67 96.5 118.5 6.2 1243 12 _41
5 Oct. 231974 1:20 115 .33 71 97 114 1.9 314 5 07
6 " 2:13 115 .33 63 97 112 3.6 596 9 .26
7 - 2:40 116 .33 55 96.5 111.5 4.3 711 11-}- .36
8 - 2:57 116.5 .33 54 97 111.5 4.3 711 11-}- .38
9 - 3.34 116 .33 49 97 110.5 4.7 777 12-x- .4 4
10 4:15 116 .33 37 98 108.5 5.6 926 17+ .7
11 4:40 116 .33 31 99 1075 6 . 0 '1002 20+ .87'
12 - 5:15 116 .33 24 98 107 6.1 1018 21+ .94
13 1:55 90 32 28 70.5 90 .2 30 4 0 VCHP came on.
14 Oct.241974 3:40 105 .34 29 70 9 8 6.7 1142 10-{- , .34 Before supplemental heating.
1 5 3:50 105 .35 31 71.5 101 ^.5 93 7 12-^ 4 4 With supplementa I al	 heating.Q is for heat exchanger only.
16, - 6:20 105 .32 27 69.5 1 95 9.3 1492 12+ .44 Before positive tilt.
17 - 6:40 105 .32 28 66 1	 95 1 10 1604 15+ 1	 .6 With	 1/2" positive tilt.
Table 3.1 Ambient Supplemental Heating and Tilt Test Data
I
a
^.
j} tyd
variation of T IN from 113 to 126.50F, TR and m near constant.
The experimental association between TV and	 is presented in
3
Fig. 3.1.	 Also presented 'n Fig. 3.1, for comparison, are cal-
culated curves and earlier vacuum chamber data (2).
c
Referring to the ambient tests (upper curves in Fig. 3.1),
it can be seen that as the VCHP came on, Test 1, and as 0
	
increased
Tests 2, 3, 4, and 5, due to higher heat exchanger inlet temperatures,
the experimental vapor temperatures did not follow the calculated
curves, but fall above them. 	 The thermal vacuum tests, Fig. 3.1,
had shown a similar trend. 	 It can also be seen that in the vacuum
tests the VCHP opened at a slightly lower vapor temperature than
predicted, but in the ambient tests the reverse occured.
	
In general,	 j
however, the overall results are similar for both the ambient and
i
vacuum VCHP test series. 	
1
The calculated curves in Fig. 3.1 were obtained from the	 VCHP
control equation (1):
^P = 1 +IVR/V^1(TS /TPl(PV -^ PVR)/(PV-PVS —mgRgTS /V^(PV — PVS)	 3_1
a
3.2
	 Variation of TR
s d
In Sec. 3.1, the inert gas interface in the VCHP was made to
i
recede toward the reservoir by elevating the heat exchanger inlet
fluid temperature.	 From Eq. 3.1, it can be seen that a similarA
be	 by	 loweringresult can	 obtained	 a	 of the temperature level of
G the reservoir.
k
i
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Data points 5 thru 12, Table 3.1, give the effect of TR on
TV, Q and for a variation of TR
 from 24 to 71 0F, TIN and m pearl;
Refer to Fig. 3.2..Note that the calculated results fall in a bai
at a given reservoir temperature there is a small calculated var
of TV
 as 0 varies from 0 to 1.0. It is interesting to note
that the VCHP was over 90% open at a reservoir temperature of 240F
(TIN 1' 	 but the heat transport capacity was not high, due
to the relatively low heat-exchanger inlet temperature. Comment:
With the interface established at 0 = . 94, as in data point
12, it perhaps would have been informative if the inlet temperature
had then been increased to determine maximum Q. The value obtained
could then be compared with the maximum value observed in the vacuum tests
and also the calculated VCHP design performance figure.
Referring to Fig. 3.2, it is apparant that at a given reservoir
temperature the experimental vapor temperature is considerably
higher than theoretical. The difference between the experimental
and calculated curves is greatest at the lower reservoir temperature
where the VCHP is most open and the heat transport is maximum.
3.3 Supplemental Heating (S.H.)
The S.H. tests were conducted on October 24, 1971. A study of
data points 14 and 15 helps to bring out the effect of S.H. on the
VCHP performance. Conditions immediately prior to S.H. correspond
to data point 14. A comparison of the T V,	 values obtained
when S.H. was applied near the heat exchanger end of the VCHP con-
denser, data point 15, to the Tv, values of data point 14 are
presented in Fig. 3.3. It is evident that S.H. resulted in an
3-5
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Iincrease in 0 from .34 to .44, or 29%, and TV rose to 1010F
from 97.5°F. The heat transfer in the heat exchanger decreased from
1142 Btu,/hr to 937 Btu/hr presumably due to the increase of
TV. The increase of U' , however, may be misleading, since a por-
tion-of the VCHP condenser area became part of the evaporator
when the supplemental heating was applied, mid was not considered
in the calculation of the 29% value.
Comment: It is interesting to compare the October 24th data with
earlier results. The inlet temperature TIN for data point 14 is
11 degrees lower than that of data point 11, taken one day earlier,
but the heat transfer is higher, 1142 Btu/hr compared to 1002 Btu/hr.
The increase in heat transfer is believed partly due to a 28OF lower
bath or sink: temperature for data point 14, and possibly experimental
inaccuracies.
3.4 Positive Tilt (P.T.)
Approximately three hours after the supplemental heating
experiments, a positive tilt (header, condenser elevated above header
evaporator) was applied to the feasibility VCHP. Data point 16
occurred 20 minutes before the VCHP header was tilted, and data
point 17 are the results of a 1/2 in positive tilt. The T V, 0
values for both conditions are shown with the S.H. results in
Fig. 3.3• The effect of P.T. was to increase 0 from .44 to .6,
366, with no increase, or reduction, in TV.
Included in Fig. 3.3 are calculated values of TV v:
Eq. 3-1 for two values of m9Rg/Vc , 1.8 and 1.98 2.b/in2ol
latter value was used to give agreement with the e3xperin
3-8
of TV obtained from data point 13. Of the four experimental points,
including supplemental heating, where o>- O in Fig. 3.3, the best
agreement with the calculated curve was the P.T. data.
Comment: After the supplemental heating and prior to the positive
tilt e7.periments the performance of the VCHP panel appeared to
improve for no obvious reason. For example, the VCHP heat output
was 30% higher for data point 16 compared to data point 1 4, although
their operating conditions were nearly identical. The 3 degree
lower reservoir temperature that occurred in data point 16 could
account for some increase in heat transfer, but not a 30% increase.
3.5 summary
The ambient VCHP test data when compared with analysis are
similar to the vacuum test results; that is, the increase of vapor
temperatures is more than predicted with accompanying small changes
in 0 as the heat exchanger inlet temperature was increased. The
difference between experimental and calculated results is directly
proportional to the heat transport.
The effect on the VCHP performance when supplemental heating
and positive tilt was applied was similar in that both produced some
movement of the gas vapor interface toward the reservoir. With
supplemental heating, however, the vapor temperature increased which
reduced the normal heat transfer in the heat exchanger, and resulted
in greater deviation from theoretical than before supplemental
heating.
The effect of a L^ in. positive tilt resulted in. slightly better
agreement with theoretical than before a positive tilt. It may be
conjectured that even closer agreement with theoretical may have been
3-9

4.0 ANALYSIS OF FLUID HEADER HEAT PIPE RADIATOR
4.1 Equations
The fluid header heat pipe radiator system is physically and
analytically similar to the VCHP feasibility panel analyzed in
reference (1) as both have a selected number of heat pipes attached
to a radiator. Refer to Fig. 4.1. In the case of the fluid header,
the evaporator ends of these heat pipes (feeders) are emmersed
axially in the header tube through wh-'ch the Freon coolant flows.
Heat is transferred from the Freon to the feeders and then trans-
ported to the radiator where it is radiated to space.
The following equations (1) describe the-system
QREJ-mCp( TIN—TOUT)
QREJ i = QREJ/ N p ( For first iteration only)
i = 1, 2,3 • - - NP
QREJi /mCp = ( TIN TOUT)
TINi._ TOUTi-1
Q	
. / C1 = (T . — T	 ,) /In TINT — TV'REJ i 	INi OUTi
	 TO _ T ,
UT ^i
1/C1	 R1 _+_
R1=1/ho"o
R 2 =1/h 5  n D ihP Leh p
4-1
iTVA ToRi = QR E J i/C2
1/C2 =R6+R7
1/R6=h6ADihp/2)Lchpn6
E
1/R7 = h7 Lchp(W7/2)
1. 86(k l
 / D h ) (Re Pr ) 1/ 3 (—Rh 	 _ 11 / 3 Re < 2 300Le/ 2ho =	 hp
.023 (k i / Dh) Re 8 Pr /3	 Re ? 2300
Re = D  m / u i Ac
Pr =(Cpµ/k)i
Ac _ PDhn(D?—D2p)/4hx
A	 Leh (D ?x D2hp)/4p
n = 1 _(1-" nf)(Af/Ao)
n f =(tan h (mb))— (mb)
1/2
_	 m = (2ho/ks)
b =(D
	 Doh p)/2
r ^
t
f
i(r
1
Nodal points are spaced evenly along the midline of the panel and
perpendicular to the feeders as shown in Fig. 4.1 3 and for each node
a finite difference equation is written. Consider the heat balance
for an area Lchp x L  on the panel as shown in Fig. 4.1. Assuming
steady state,
Heat Input = Heat Output
Qn.i +KRLnhpt [T(n—l)i—Tni = Bch Ln[hR(Tni — TE) +h(Tn,— TE}+
n 	 	 J
K Lehpt Tn i T+
L	
n1)i	 n = 1, 2 ,3 ... N[n
F
where
E
^j
	
r	
•4	
4h R = .1714E `( Tn i /`100) — ( TE/100) , =(Tn^—TE)
1/4TE_ ( QA /ac
- 	 )
pG.4.1 NIODULAR FEEDER HEAT PIPE
RP,D]ATOR SY5-k"EM
vA p iA.Rtr- P,6, tai r-7L WID7H ---- 'I,,-	 ►
6
II CO
Also, for nodal points not on the feeder heat pipes
u Qni - O.
A computer program (Appendix C) containing the above equations
'i
was written. The main program output is the heat rejection of the
panel for different Freon flow conditions and panel environments.
4.1.1 Single Panel Computer Results
Computer results, Fig. 4.2, were obtained for the prototype
radiator panel, Table 4.1, designed and built by Grumman. It can
be seen that the 68 ft2 prototype panel is capable of high heat rejec-
tion., particularly at the higher Freon temperatures. Computer
results, Table 4.2, were also obtained for a finned fluid header
conforming to the original feasibility VCHP header geometry. Thus,
it can be seen that the transport capacity for the finned fluid
header is 8% higher than the correctly functioning VCHP header and
would be 50% higher than the experimentally measured value. A
correctly functioning VCHP, of course, has the advantage of self-
j	 regulation.
4.1.2 Multiple Panel Computer Results
A multi-panel comparison of the finned fluid header and a VCHP
for the feasibility panel configuration was completed for the following
panel arrangements:
a. Series
b. Parallel
e. Two parallel branches
& Three parallel branches
e. Four parallel branches
The results of the computer calculations are ®hown in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.2 Variation of QREj with TIN for Two Coolant Flogs and Two Environments
Prototype
i
Feasibility VCHP
Heat Pipes
Number 11 6
-	 Working Fluid Ammonia Ammonia
`	 Material 6061-T6 6061-T6
OD, in .625 .625
ID, in 0500 0500
t:	 Wick spiral artery spiral artery	 9
Heat Exchanger
Length, in 9 (per heat pipe) 2.4
Number of fins/in 15 15.
Annulus, in .138 .125
Radiating Fin
Material 6061-T6 6061 -T6
-	 Thickness, in .020 .020
Width, in 11 8
Length, in 81 96
Effective Area, ft2
i
6.19 5.33
u.
Overall Panel
* .
	 Heigth, in 81 96
Width, in 128 48
Weight, lb 64 36 
Area 	 ft2 74. 3 32t	
^-
f,	 Weight/Area .86 1.13	 I
k
up
T
Table 1t.1	 Prototype Fluid Bonder Panel and Feasibility VCHP Header Pane].
f
L—ii 4-7- 1-- - ---	 , -	 I ----	 -,  - --- - 1 - I--
	VCHP	 Finned Fluid Header
QREj (calc.), watts	 537
	
580
QREJ (exp.), watts	 386	 ---
Q/A watts/ft2 	 17.5	 20
Conditions:
(1)Feasibility panel configuration
(2) T = 960F 4
(3)m = 1 1 990 lb/hr a
(4) QA = 60 Btu/hr-ft2
Table 4.2 Comparison of a finned fluid header and a VCHP Header.
a
3
i
E w
t	 i
...-.	 .^	 .	 -	 ..	 -..	 a	
..:.:::ors.;«s 	 ':.-... 	 .	 .	 <,	 -.:
.s:_.
•._.--_;	 -	
..,.	 -.	 .:... -	 ...	 ...,_ .•yf,.. spa'_:,	 r.._	 ,. 	 C	 -.._... C..'--...	 .. 	 (".	 ..,..
VCHP HEADER FLUID HEADER
(FEASIBILITY PANEL) (FEASIBILITY PANEL)
TWO TWO	 THREE FOUR
PARALLEL PARALLEL PARALLEL PARALLEL
SERIES PARALLEL	 BRANCHES SERIFS PARALLEL	 BRANCHES BRANCHES BRANCHES
TOTAL HEAT	 BTU
REJECTED Qom, HR 47,836 47, 290	 48099 48098 48,145 48,153	 48,433 49,251
hMMBER OF PANELS, N 29 49	 30 26 29 26	 27 28
TOTAL SURFACE
AREA A, FT2 899 1,519	 930 806 899 806	 837 868
AVERAGE
ROOT TEMP. TnV of 70 38	 69 75 70 75	 74.5 74
TIX,oF 150 150	 150 150 150 150	 150 150
TOUT, c'F 47 48	 46 45 46 46	 45 43.5
Q , WATTS
A	 FT2 15.7 9.2	 15.2 17.7 15.8 17.6	 17.0 16.7
IHP?tOVEMT p
FLUID HEADER over VCHP --- ---	 --- 12.5 71 16	 --- ---
` Table 4.3	 Multi-panel Comparisons
For the all-series arrangements, the finned fluid header is expected
L	 to give a 13% increase of Q/A over a VCHP. For the all-parallel case,
the QREJ for a finned fluid header is 71% above the all-parallel VCHP
header panels. This latter improvement is the result of a much higher
average root temperature for the fluid headers compared to the VCHP
headers, 75°F and 380F, respectively.
Note also that the Q/A difference between the all-series and
all-parallel fluid header arrangement is only 12%.
4.2 Parametric Study
A parametric study of a fluid header heat pipe radiator, con-
forming to the prototype geometry of Table 4.1, was made by varying
the values of different design parameters in the computer program
(Appendix C), and studying the system's heat rejection.
4.2.1 Thermal conductivity of the radiator panel, KR.
Figure 4.3 shows the effect of variation in thermal conductivity
of the radiator panel on QREJ for two different , environments. An in-
crease in the nominal value from 95 to 150 Btu/hr ft of would result
in an increase in QREJ of 5.2 percent for an environment of 60 Btu/hr ft2
and 6.8% for an environment of 25 Btu/hr ft2.
4.2.2 Thermal conductivity of the heat exchanger fin material, k.
Figure 4.4 brings out that a variation of k from 25 to 150 Btu/hr-ft-OF
had no appreciable effect on QREJ.
4.2.3 Evaporator length of feeder heat pipes, Lehp.
Referring to Fig. 4.5, it can be seen that increasing Lehp from 0.5
to 0.8 ft increases the value of QRF,j by 3 percent and further length
increases have negligible effect.
4.2.4 Contact width between feeder heat pipes and panel, w7.
Figure 4.6 shows the effect on QREJ when w7 is changed. An increase
4-10
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f
k
r-
i
i
i
of the nominal value from 0.25 in. to 0.4 in. raises the value of
QREJ significantly.
4.2.5 Feeder heat iipe evaporation heat transfer coefficient, h5.
QREJ versus h5 is presented in Figure 4.7. It is evident that
	
h5 should be above 1000 Btu/hr-ft 2-0F, but beyond that value there	
i
is only a small gain of Qom.
4.2.6 Feeder heat pipe condenser heat transfer coefficient, h6-
From Fig. 4.8 2 it is evident that any increase in the nominal
value of h6 has negligible effect on Qom, and in fact the nominal
value of 3,000 Btu/hr-ft2-OF could be reduced by a factor of at
least 3 without a large drop of Qom.
4.2.7 Contact heat transfer coefficient between heat pipe and panel, h7.
Figure 4- 0. shows that an increase of h7 from 200 to 800
Btu/hr-ft2 -OF improves QREj by 22 percent. Beyond 800 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
the gain in QREJ is small, or negligible.
4.2.8 Thickness of radiator panel fins, t.
It is seen from Fig. 4.10 that Q REj increases with increasing
thickness of the radiator panel. From QREj considerations only,
neglecting weight, it would be desirable to increase the thickness
of the radiator panel fins.
4.3 Optimum Heat Pipe Spacing
An optimization study was conducted to determine the heat rejec-
tion for the fluid-header panel divided by the panel weight, QRW/W,
k	 versus feeder heat pipe spacing, S. for various panel thicknesses
3
and various panel dimensions.
	
In the first case, a rectangular panel of 70 ft2 surface area	 {
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a
was assumed. The heat-pipe spacing was varied between 5.0 to 50.0
in with panel thicknesses of 0.01, 0.02 and 0.04 in. It was found,
Figs. 4.11, 4.12 and 11.13, that the panel height (^Lchp) to width
(=NpS) ratio had negligible effect on the values of (QREJ/W)opt
and Sopt. It is seen, however, that Sopt increases from 8 to 12.5
in., as the panel thickness increased from 0.010 in. to 0.040 in.
In the second case, the area of the panel was varied along
with the heat pipe spacing, but a panel rejecting a constant
amount of heat (1800 watts) was considered. Again, three panel
thicknesses were assumed: 0.010, 0.020 and 0.040 in. Q/W
versus the feeder Neat pipe spacing, S. is shown in Fig. 4.14.
From Fig. 4.14 1 it is seen that (0-M) 
opt for each of the three
panel thicknesses is the same as for the first case of a constant
area panel.
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i5.0 CONCLUSIONS
a. Rapid thawing of the WHP header occurred when the temperature
and flow of the Freon into the heat exchanger was increased to 40-50OF
and 300-400 lb/hr, respectively ( QA < 5.0 B t u / h r f t 2 ). The feeder
heat pipes did not thaw. After considerable delay, thawing of the
feeders occurred; but thawing conditions were obscured by simultaneous
changes of Freon and environmental conditions.
b. Similar to the thermal vacuum tests, the ambient study
indicated the VCHP to be seriously heat-transport capacity limited.
c. An additional similarity between the vacuum and ambient
tests was that the VCHP vapor temperature was greater than predicted,
except at very low heat loads.
d. A 3g in. positive tilt of the VCHP condenser increased the
active condenser length by 361 without an increase of the vapor
temperature. The vapor temperature, however, was considerably greater
than'theoretical.
e. Supplemental heating of the VCHP also increased the active
condenser length some, but at the same time the vapor temperature
isicreased,which resulted in a larger departure from analytical pre-
dictions.
f. The finned fluid header radiator panel has an 8% higher
theoretical capacity than a correctly functioning VCHP for the fame
operating conditions, surface area and feeder heat-pipe spacing.
g. The finned fluid header parametric and optimization studies
revealed that the thinnest radiator fin (.010 in) yielded the highest
Q/W values although a thicker fin increased the heat rejected.
5-1
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1 ^ ^ 	 1
I
P
h. For the prototype operating conditions, the optimum heat
ipe spacing for maximum Q/W is approximately 11 in.
i. The most critical parameter from the standpoint of having
reatest -effect on the prototype performance was found to be contact
idth and heat transfer coefficient between feeder and panel.
J. When individual panels are connected in parallel, a
ramatic improvement in heat rejection can be expected with finned
luid headers over VCHP headers.
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f6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
Based on the results of the studies described in this repo
the following recommendations for future study can be suggested
1. Determine a means for lessening the thawing time of a
heat pipe radiator panel such as the use of a selected number o.
low freezing point feeder heat pipes in selected panel location
2. A transient computer program for a fluid header heat p:
radiator is needed. The possibility of using a modified versio:
of Lockheed's HPTRAN program (4) should be investigated. The
final transient program should have provision for freezing and
thawing of the feeder heat pipes.
3. The computations from a transient program when completed,
as well as the steady state computer program described in Appendix C,
should be compared with thermal vacuum test data when available.
4. The fbasibility of building and using ultra-thin-wall
panels (less than 0.020 in) should be considered for some applications,
since they have high Q/W values.
^	 1 .
f
7. APPFNDICFS
7.1 Test Data for Feasibility VCHP Header Ambient Supplemental Heating
and Tilt Tests.
The parameter versus time plots for the data points of Table 3.1
are presented in Figure 7.1. Included are the parameters:
a. Reservoir temperature (2 sources)
1
b. Heat exchanger flow rate
c. Heat exchanger inlet temperature
d. Heat exchanger outlet temperature
e. Low conduction section temperatures:
LK03 (— Tv)
LK04
f. Heat exchanger delta temperature
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fB. Conversion of Feasibility VCHP Into a Fluid Header
On the basis of the results from previous studies,the various
heat transfer resistances depicted in Fig. 7.2 can be evaluated.
From reference 1 1 the resistances for the VCHP header
feasibility panel are:	 Vo_^aL hr-^F^F^t^-^
P, I = ^'^f^o
IT
L.
^-YC^p s c ^
From Sec. 4.0 of the present report,the heat transfer resistances
for the fluid header panel are:
1
R3	 o a`'1
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Combining the above to obtain the heat transfer resistances
for the VCHP reworked to a fluid header:
C)
y^^- O
fi-
To compare the feasibility panel's analytical performance before
and after its conversion from a VCHP to a fluid header, R3 is
set equal to the value of R 1 for the VCHP header, 0.02442 hr- oF/Btu.
Then, the required coolant flow to produce a convective heat transfer
coefficient equivalent to R3 = 0.02442 hr- OF/Btu is determined.	 The
heat transfer coefficient corresponding to the assumed value of	 a
R3 is
i
o. 0 Z.4
 .4 	
F	 8 `^-
where
a	
^`	
sL,,LV
.
Vc_EkP	
%A V*
„73	 . L C ws^^d
Solving for ho
3
The hydraulic diameter is defined:
 7-1
7-19
Note that with the wick of the VCHP header remaining in place,
the vapor volume of the VCHP header becomes the coolant internal
volume. Thus,
V,^ = A L_ .	 7-2
VC- 4p
Combining Eq.s 7-1 and 7-2 gives
4 vA-
----
	 7-3
- 
UC44 
wp - LvR/vim) WP
where VR and VR/ V  are known values for the feasibility VCHP. The
wetted perimeter is approximately
W? - a ttJ7. ,	 (;P)	 7-4
where G is the height of the annular area formed by the wick and the
header.
Combining Eqs 7-3 and 7-4,
VP-	 ^-Ue-	 L/—ve-Kej
In the ambient tests the coolant was isater with properties:
k4 = . 3 (. 4 3 t:w ^.^^	 ° F
'P,
In addition,
^'4 Vc. 14 P
v
c^
' 
I ve	 ^. S
3
V9
^, ^, , a9 ^ l2 ^'
740
T 1	 I
i
{
i
r
S
i
The Nusselt number can be determined:
x-49 (^-) ^^^^^ag)
9 . '3 a
A Nusselt number of 9.32 is high for laminar flow and low for
turbulent flow. Assuming a transitional Reynolds number of 2300,
2 r 	_ _ -----	 a.3 0 0G	
^R	 J L 
VJ $
Substituting Eq. 7-4 for the wetted perimeter and solving for m
(V:N	
)-Lk- '
p- IT C	 C^ P
-- 3 S7. T 16,
Thus, it can be concluded that with all other conditions similar
a water flow of 0.64 GPM would provide a fluid header heat transport
capacity considerably higher than the VCHP header, due to the resistance
t
R3 being less than 0.2442 hr-OF/Btu and R1 and R2 both equal to zero.
A series of ambient tests made on the feasibility fluid header
during July, 1975 established qualitatively the correctness of
the above reasoning.
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iC. Fluid Header Heat Pipe Padiator Computer Program
The equations presented in Sec. 4.1 for describing a thermal.
model of a fluid header heat pipe radiator panel were programed in
Basic language.
The program, Table 7-1, consists of a main program and a
subroutine. The input data, Table 7-2, is read by the main pro-
gram and all parameters initialized. An assumed initial temperature
drop (3°F) of the coolant is used for the first iteration. The
Freon convective heat transfer is calculated using mean bulk properties.
The thermal conductance of the panel = (1 /C1 + 1 /C2) -1 is determined,
and the heat pipe root temperatures computed. Radiating fin temp-
eratures at each nodal point, and the feeder heat transport are ob-
tained from the matrix inversion subroutine.
After each iteration, the new heat transport of each feeder is
compared with the old value. When the agreement between old and new values
for each feeder is less than .001, then the calculations are stopped
and the results printed, Table 7-3.
Multiple panel results can be obtained by inputting in statement
161 (a) the number of parallel branches and (b) the number of panels
in series in each parallel branch. For example,
161 DATA 1,1
is used for single panel calculations whereas
161 DATA 20
is an example for two parallel branches consisting of 3 panels in
series in each branch with a total of 6 panels.
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Table 7.1 Computer Program Listing
EIS
HFIQ
100 DIM AC23s23)rB[C'3r233POE .?r5J?YC1r23]rTE11p4lrX[23r1]rZE23s1I
102 DIM HE1x117xRE1r111rS[1r11]rV[1r11]YM[1r117
110 READ D9rM2,xCOxN9yH5
115 READ 111rL5rH6rL3rN6
120 READ H7rW7-D6rK4rC7
125 READ D7 xK2'x11xZOFG
130 HEAD H1rErC5yB0rD8
135 READ C8rf°6rL7y08rT
136 MAT READ UE21x37
140 DATA 3x2000r.25x11r2700
145 DATA .0417r.75s3000r6.75r.6
146 DATA 500x.02083r.075r95x.87
147, DATA .0521F95i.0005r.00167y23
148- DATA Or Or.9r491r.006633
u 149 .
 DATA .9x.0088x10.074r60r150
150 DATA 130Y48OP149x12Br45B?14671257435rl47rl22r4l5x145x119r385
151 DATA 142r117r373r141r113r35l r144r11.Or338r139r108r323s138r105.5
r	 152 DATA 312r137r102.5x300r135r99.5x289r131.5r96.5r277x130x93.5
153 DATA 268x128.5x91r257r126r88r249r123x85.5r24Or121r$2r230r119
154 DATA 79.59221r116r77.5r214r113r74r2O3r110
160 READ Yr0
161 DATA 1x1
162 PRINT 'SYSTEM WITH NUMBER OF BRANCHES='xY 	 b___-----
163 PRINT 'PANELS PER BRANCH= *YO
165 PRINT 'TOTAL FLOW-LBS/HR'xM1
170 MI=M1/Y
175 PRINT 'FLOW PER BRANCH—LBS/HR'rM1
180 PRINT 'G—AB8'xGS
200 FOR H7=200 TO 1400 STEP 300
210 PRINT
220 PRINT 'H7='YH7
230 A3=BO*3.143*D8*((E[6"2)-(D7-2))/16
240 AO=BO*3.143*L5*((D6"2)—(D7"2))/4
270 A5=C7*AO
330 B1=(D6—D7)/2
3SO R2=1/(H5*3.143*D1*L5)
400 R6=2/(H6*3.143*D1*L3*N6)
410 R7=2/(H7*L3*W7)
420 C2=1/(R6+R7)
430 L9=(L7-(D7+2*Z0))/(G-1)'.
440 El=((QS*(10-S))/(C8*.1714))-*25
445 E2=El-460
446 Z4=0
460 F'9=-(K2*L3*ZO)/L9
466 PRINT
477 PRINT
480 FOR W = l TO 0
481 TF W = l THEN 485^L -	 I
482 T=T7
485 TO=T-D9
486 00=Ml*CO*(T-TO)
497 PRINT O INLET TEMPERATURE FOR PANEL'-?Wr"IS'rT
490 P7=1
4 9 2" GOTO 498
495 P7=P7+1
498 Z2=0
499 66=0
500 FOR I=l TO N9
510^ IF P7>1 THEN 570
520 , QlltlJ=Q0/N9
540 ZOTO 580
570 GL'Irl3=Q1Ir43
580 IF 1>1 THEN 620
600 T7=T
620 T8=T7-QCIplJ/(Ml*C0)
621 Ul=(T8+T7)/20+1.5
622 U2=INT(Ul)
623 U3=U1U2y23*2.419/(10-3)
624 Kl=U1U2pl3*5.782/(10-4)
626 RO=DS*Ml/(,U3*A3)
627 PO=CO*U3/Kl
628 IF RO>2300 THEN 631
629 H11PII=1.86*Kl*((RO*PO)-*333)^-((2*DB/L5)-#333)/DB
630 GOTO 632
631 HllrIl=.023*Kl*(RO-.B)*(PO-*333)/DS
632 M2=(2*HCIvIl/(K4*D))-#5
633 M3=M21*B1
634 N5=(EXP(M3)-EXP(-M3))/((EXP(M3)+EXP(-M3))*M3)
635 NO=1-('kl-N5)*(A5/AO))
636 Rl=l/(HElY13*AO*NO)
637 Cl=l/(Rl+R'rl)
63? R[lyl3=RO
&40 AS=Cl*(T7-TB)/G[Irll
660 TEITII=(T7-TB*EXP(AB))/<J'L-EXP(A8))
E{
680 TCIr23=TCIr13—QCIr13/C2
690 T7=T8
695 S11YI3=TCIr13
696 V1I,I3=TCI,23
697 MC1rI3=C1
700 NEXT AT
840 GOSUB 1200
500 _ FOR Z_1 TO N9
910 BS=Z*2
920 QCZ:23=YC1rB53
921 F4=.1714*(((TCZr23+460)/100)"4—(EI/100)'"4)/(TCZY23-E2)
922 H3=C5*F4
923 A7=3.143*L3*(I+7+2*ZO)/2
924 QCZr33=H3*A7*(TCZr23—E2)
925 Q1Z,43=Q1Zr21+Q1Zr33
930 Q1Z,53=(91Z,13—QCZr43)/Q1Zr13
940 Z2=Z2+QCZ.43
950 NEXT Z
960 B6=1
970 IF ABS(QCB6r53). •`••.001
	 THEN 495
980 B6=B6+1
990 IF B6 N9 THEN 1008
1000 GOTO 970
100B Z3=Z2/3.4
1010 Z4=Z4+Z2'
1011 P6=G6/N9
€.	 1017 PRINT 'SOLUTION'
1018 MAT	 PRINT Y;
1021 PRINT 'OUTLET TEMPERATURE FOR THIS PANEL',T7
1025 PRINT 'ROOT TEMPERATURES'.
1026 MAT	 PRINT V
—	 1027 PRINT 'VAPOR TEMPERATURES"
1028 MAT	 PRINT S;
s	 1030 PRINT 'NEAT REJECTED'
1031 PRINT Z2,'BU/HR'
1032 PRINT Z3 ► 'WATTS'
1034 Z9=Z3/(L3*L7)
1035 PRINT 'Q/A= 'rZ9r'WATTS/FT 2'
1040 NEXT W
1042 NEXT H7
1044 PRINT 'THE TOTAL HEAT REJECTION FOR THIS BRANCH IS'
1045 PRINT Z4r'BTU/HR'
1050 Z5-=Z4 *Y
1055 PRINT 'THE TOTAL HEAT REJECTION FOR THE SYSTEM IS'
1056 PRINT Z5 ► `&TU/HR'
n1080 GOTO 3500
1200 FOR J=1 TO G
1210 IF P7=1 THEN 1360
1220 IF J=2 OR J=4 OR J=6 OR J=8 OR J = 10 OR J=12 OR J=14 OR J =16 OR J = 18 THEN 1770
1221 IF J=20 OR J =22 THEM 1770
1300 F2=.1714*(((YC1?J]+460)/100)"4-((E1/100)"4))/(Y[1rJ]-E2)
1310 H9=C5*F2
1320 09=L3*L9*(H9+H1)
1330 Q9=OY *Ff
1340 R9=L3*L9*CH(?*E?-HI*E)
13-50 GOTO 1770
1360 IF J2 THEN 1390
1370 B7=1
1- 80 GOTO 1540
1390 IF J>4 THEN 1420
1400 B7=2
1410 GOTO 1540
1420 IF J::6 THEN 1450
1 , 430 B7=3
1440 GOTO 1540 <
1450 IF J>8 THEN 1480'g^v
1460 B7=4
`1470 GOTO 1540
1:.80 IF J?10 THEN 1501
1490--- P7=5
1500 GGTO, 1540
1501 IF J>12--,THEN 1504
1502 B7=6
1503 GOTO 1540
1504 IF S14 THEN 1507`'-
1505 87=7
1506 GOTO 1540
1507 IF J;>16 THEN 1510
1508 B7=8
1509 GOTO 1540
1510 IF J>18 THEN 1513
1511 B7=9
1512 GOTO 1540
1513 IF J>20 'THEN 1516
1514 B7=10
. 151.5 GOTO 1540
. 1516 B7=11
1540 F2=.1714*(((TEB7.27+460)/100)"4-((E1/100)"4))/(TEB7,23-E?)
1550 H9=C5*F2
1560 09=L3*L9*(H9+H1)
1570 109=09-2*P9
1580 R9=L3*L9*(H9*E2=H1*E)
`	 1770 FOR K=1 TO G
1780 IF K-J-1 OR K>J+1 THEN 1800
1790 GOTO 1820
1800 ACJ,K3=0
1810
1820
GOTO 2600
IF J =2 OR J=4 OR J =6 OR J =8 OR J=10 OR J=12 OR J=14 OR J=16 OR J=
18 THEN 1830
1821 IF J=20 OR J=22 THEN 1830
1825 GOTO 1940
1830 IF K =J-1 OR K =J+1 THEN 1860
1840 IF K=J THEN 1880
1860 ACJrK3=P9
1870 GOTO 1885
1380 ACJ,K3=-1
1885 B3= J/2
1900 XCJ,13=(2*F'9-09) *T'CB3,23+R9
1910 GOTO 2600
1940 IF J=1 THEN 1°60
1950 GOTO 2030
1960 IF K=J THEN 2000
1980 ACJ,KI=0
1990 GOTO 2005
2000 ACJ,K3=09/2
2005 B3=(J+1)/2
2010 XCJ,1j=R9-F'9*TCB3,23
2020 GOTO 2600
2030 IF J=G THEN 2050
2040 GOTO 2120
2050 IF K=J-1 THEN 2090
2070 ACJ,K3=09/2
2080 GOTO 2095
2090 AIJ,K3T0
t	 2095 B3=(J-1)/2
2100 XCJ,13=R9-P9*TCB3,23
2110 GOTO 2600
2120
#
IF J=3 OR J=5 OR J=7 OR J=9 OR J= i1 OR J=13 OR J=15 OR J=17 OR J=19 THEN 2140
2121 IF J=21 THEN 2140
2130 GOTO 2600
2140 IF K=J-1 THEN 2170
2150 IF K=J THEN 2190
2160 IF K=J+1 THEN 2210
`	 2170 ALJ,K3=0
2180 GOTO 2220
2190 ACJ,K3=Q9
2200
2210
2220
2221
2230
2240
2600
2650
2700
2720
27-0
2750
2770
2790
3000
GOTO 2220
AEJrK7=0
B3=(J+1)/2
B4=(J-1)/2
XEJr 17 =R9-P9*TEB3r2J-P9*TEB4r2 3
GOTO 2600
NEXT K
NEXT J
MAT B=ZEREGrGJ
MAT B=1NV(A)
MAT Y=ZERE1rG7
MAT Z=ZE ►iLGr I]
MAT Z=B*X
MAT Y=TRN(Z)
RETURN
Y	 3500 END'
i
T3
CI^
I	 }^
.I F	 f
Table 7.2 Computer Program Input
PROGRAM
	 EQUATION	 DESCRIPTION VALUE
SYMBOL SYMBOL
D9 T Tout- TIN ( For first iteration 30F)
HI m Freon flow rate 2000 lb/hr
CO
a 
Freon specific heat .25 Btu/lb of
N9 Np Number of heat pipes 11
H5 h5 Evaporation heat transfer coefficient 2700 Btu/hr-ft2 -OF
DI Dihp Heat pipe inside diameter .0417 ft
L5 Lehp Evaporator length .75 ft
H6 h6 Condensation heat transfer coefficient 3000 Btu/hr-ft2-OF
L3 Lchp Condenser length 6.75 ft
N6
'76 Condenser fin efficiency .6
H7 h7 Contact heat transfer coefficient 500 Btu/hr-ft2-oF
W7 w7 Contact width .0208 ft
D6 Dihx Fluid header inside diameter .075 ft
K4 k Fin, thermal conductivity 95 Btu/hr-ft-OF
C7	 -Af/Ao Fin Area to total surface area .87
D7 Dohp Heat pipe outside diameter .0521 ft
K2 KR Panel fin thermal conductivity 95 Btu/hr-ft-OF
D S Evaporator fin thickness .0005 ft
ZO t Panel fin thickness .00167 ft
G N Number of nodal points 23
H1 h Panel fin convective heat transfer coefficient 0 Btu/hr-ft2-oF
E TE Convective environment temperature 0 of
C5 E Emissivity of panel fin .9
BO A	 - Heat transfer area per volume 491 ft-1
D8 Dh Hydraulic diameter .006633 ft
C8` rx Absorptivity .9
7-?9
4
a
10.071 ft
60 Btu/hr-ft 2
150OF
L7	 Lp	 Width of panel
Q8	 QA	 Absorbed heat flux
T	 T	 Panel inlet temperature
IN
4
1
k
E
i 	 {
pk.
xTable 7.3 Computer Program Output
RUN
HPIQ
SYSTEM WITH NUMBER OF BRANCHES=
PANELS PER BRANCH= 1
TOTAL FLOW-LBS/HR 2000
FLOW PER BRANCH-LBS/HR 2000
G-ABS	 60
H7=	 200
INLET TEMPERATURE FOR PANEL	 1
SOLUTION
63.6699	 463.029 68.1696
67.3887	 448.171 66.9414
66.0565	 438.689 65.6161
64.735
	 429.744 64.1202
OUTLET TEMPERATURE FOR THIS PANEL
ROOT TEMPERATURES
107.581
	 107.229 106.516
103.689	 102.992 102.296
VAPOR. TEMPERATURES
145.357	 144.389 143.396
139.506	 138.548 137.597
HEAT REJECTED
5498.47	 BU/HR
1617.2	 WATTS
1
IS
	
150
	
454.749	 67.8356
	
451 * 376
	
444.957	 66.4975 441.834
	
435.583	 65.1773	 432.496
	
433.861	 59.1428
	
105.804
	
104.391
101.589
	
142.411
	
141.432
	
140.471
	13 6 	 135.652
Q/A=	 23.7825	 WATTS/FT 2
H7	 500
INLET TEMPERATURE FOR PANEL
	 1	 IS
SOLUTION
75.0553	 548.271	 79,4736	 538.042	 78.914
78.2995	 58.508	 77.6919	 523.917	 77.0887
150
5334218
519.314
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9.0	 SYMBOLS
A Surface area, ft2
Ac Coolant free flow area, ft2
Af Feeder evaporator fins total: surface area, ft2
Ao Feeder evaporator total outside surface area, ft2
b Height of heat exchanger fins, ft
cp Specific heat of the coolant, Btu/lb-°F
C1 Herat conductance = 1/(R1 + R2 ), Btu/hr-°F
C2 Heat conductance = 1/(R6 + R? ), Btu/hr-°F
Di Inside diameter of VCHP header, ft
VCHP
Dihp Inside diameter of feeder heat pipes, ft
Dohp Outside diameter of feeder heat pipes, ft
Dh Hydraulic diameter, ft
Dihx Inside diameter of fluid header, ft.
G Coolant annulus gap, ft
h3 VCHP	 header condensation heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
h4 Contact heat transfer coefficient between VCHP and feeder
heat pipes, Btu/hr-ft2-OF
h5 Feeder heat pipes evaporation heat-transfer coefficients,
Btu/hr-ft2-°F
h6 Feeder heat pipes condensation heat-transfer coefficients,
Btu/hr-ft2-°F
R
h.	 h? Contact heat transfer coefficient between feeder heat
..
pipe and panel, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
r
ho Convection heat-transfer coefficient for the coolant
G
in the heat exchanger, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
heVCHP H oat transfer coefficient for the evaporator portion of the
VC11P header, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
9_1
h	 .Average convective heat transfer coefficient for the
radiator panel, Btu/hr-ft 2-°F
hR	Radiation heat transfer coefficient for the radiator
panel, Btu/hr-ft2-°F
k	 Thermal conductivity of feeder evaporator fin material,
Btu/hr-f t2-°F
kl	Thermal conductivity of coolant, Btu/hr-ft-°F
KR	Thermal conductivity of radiator panel, Btu/hr-ft-°F
L	 Length of heat exchanger, ft
Lf	 One-half of the feeder heat pipe pitch, ft
Ln
	Distance between nodal points, ft
Lchp	 Length of the condenser portion of feeder heat pipes, ft
LOVCHP Length of the VCHP header, ft
Lehp	 Length of the evaporator portion of the feeder heat
pipes, ft
m	 Flow rate of the coolant, lb/hr
mg	 Mass of the noncondensible VCHP gas, lb
Np	 Number of heat pipes on a panel
N	 Number of nodal points
NU	 Nusselt number
Pr	 -'randtl number
QA
	Absorbed heat flux, Btu/hr-ft2
Qn
	Feeder half heat transport, Btu/hr
QRFJ	 Total heat rejected by the panel, Btu/hr
QUJi Heat rejected by the ith feeder, equal to Qi , Btu/hr
Ri
	Feeder evaporator outside thermal resistance, hr-°F/Btu
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R2	Thermal Resistance (See Fig 7-2), hr-°F/Btu
R3	Thermal Resistance (See Fig 7-2), hr-OF/Btu
R4	Thermal Resistance (See Fig 7-2), hr-°F/Btu
R5	Thermal Resistance (See Fig 7-^2), hr-°F/Btu
R6
	
	Condenser thermal resistance in feeder heat pipe,
hr-°F/Btu
R7
	
	Contact thermal resistance feeder heat pipe to pan
hr- 0F/Btu
Re	 Reynolds number
0
Rg	 ijr4s constant, lb f-ft/lbm R
S	 Heat pipe spacing ( =2 Lf ), ft
t	 Thickness of radiator panels, ft
TadB	 Adiabatic section temperature for feeder B of VCHP panel, OF
TBATH Panel water coolant temperature (ambient tests only), °F
T 	 Temperature of the panel at a nodal point, OF
TnR
	
	
Temperature of the panel at nodal point located on
the feeder heat pipe! envelope, OF
TIN	 Temperature of the coolant as it enters the heat
0
exchanger, F
TOUT
	
	
Temperature of the coolant as it leaves the heat
exchanger, OF
Tmean Mean temperature of coolant, °F
TR	Temperature of the VCHP reservoir, °F
TS
	
	Temperature of vapor and gas in the inactive portion
of the VCHP header condenser, °F
TV	Temperature of the vapor in the feeder heat piper OF
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TE Temperature of the convective environment, ° F
TE Temperature of the QA environment, OF
Tn Temperature of thepanel at the nth nodal point, °F
!	 Vc VCHP header vapor and gas voltme, ft3
VH Volume of the VCHP reservoir, ft3
W7 Contact width between heat pipe and panel, ft
WP Wetted perimeter, ft
Transfer area per volume of theheat exchanger, 1/ft
a Stephan-Boltzman constant = .1711 x 10 -8 Btu, hr-ft 2-°R4
AT Coolant temperature drop, OF
S Thickness of heat exchanger fins, ft
E Emissivity of the radiator panel
716 Fin efficiency for heat transfer out of feeder con-
denser to radiator panel
f
713 VCHP header condenser fir, efficiency
11. Feeder evaporator total surface temperature effectiveness
Absolute viscosity of liquid, lbm/ ft-sec
tG Ratio of active length of VCHP header to total length
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